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THE DESIGN OF LOW-TURBULENCE WIND TUNNELS'

By II_:c_, L. DRvr, Ex and IRA [|. AIqP,)TT

SUMMARY

Within the past 10 !lear's t_ere hate been phwed in operathm
in the Un ited Stutes.four low-turbulence win,1 t_m nel._ ,!f mo<ler-
ate cros._-sectiolml area and xpeed, on.e at the .Vatio_m/ Bureau

of Slamtard,% two at the. NA(-'.i Langh'g Laborat,,rg. an,t one
at the N.t(_A .t,nes Lab,,'at,,ry. In the._'e wind t_mnet.s, the

magnitu_te o.f the turbul, nt rel_w;t!l Jtltchuttion._ is ,J the order
,!f 0.0001 to O.OOl t;me.¢ the m_'an relm'il}l. The exi,,'tenee ,!f
these wind tun nd._ ha,_ niade possibh the df cdopn,: nt ,_f Iou'-dr,g

wing ._eetion.s and tt,_ experimenla[ demo_,_trath,_ (!f the unstable
laminar boundary-hi!for oscillations predicted many ?lears ago
by a theory J_)rm _d_tted b!t T, lhnien and Schliehting.

The decel,pme_d of the low-turbulence wind tuT_nds was

greatly dependent _)n the derel,_pment qf the hot-wire avemom-
eter .for tarbahf_ee mea._ur,'m_nts, measurement,,_" qf the decay

of turb,lenee b,t,;nd screen.% mea._urements oj the _ffect o.f
dampb_g ._erfg_+¢on _eTnd-tun_el t_,'h_de_ee, mea,$',r_mgnl,_' of
the flow nraf afi, t l,lqte in air streams of carging turb_lence,
anti measurem,.nts o¢"the drag of specially de._igned low-drag
airfoils. Tt, se inre._tigati,ns were conduchd in colhzboration

with Schubauer, Skram._tad, Jacobs, Von Doenhoff, and other
members fff the ._'lq[f oJ the National Bureau of Sta_dards and
the .Vatb, mll . blci_s_)ry Corn mittee Jbr ..ler_)na utics, Von I(.drmdn

and Liepmann of the G_l;Jornia Institute (_" Teehw)l_)gy, and
G. [. Taylor and his colleagues at Cambridge University.

This paper reciews briefly the state of knowledge in these
carious fiehls and those .features of the results which make

possible the attainme_t oJ tow turbulence in wind lun_el.¢.
Specific appl;eatinns to two wind tunnels are described.

INTRODUCTION

One of the important tools of airplane design is tlw wiml
tunnel, a tool older than the airplane itself. The increasing
complexity of the airplane-design problem during the hast

20 years has stimulated the continued improvement of wind
tunnels and wind-t,mnel techniques to provide data of
increasing accuracy and applicability.

The first essential requirement of wind tunnels, that of
obtaining a reasonably steady air stream approximately
uniform in speed and direction of flow across the test sec-
tion, was met as long ago as 1909 in the wind tunnels of

Prandtl and Eiffel, which produced a great wealth of scien-
tific data to be applied to aircraft design. The presence of
"scale effect," or infltn,nce of size of model and speed of test,
was recognized at an early (:late and model tests were placed

on a sound theoretical basis through use of the principles

()f dimensional analysis. Tlt_. Reynohls number t)eoame
th,. key measure of the al_pli,.ability uf wind-tunm,l (l_tt_.

The desire, to approach flight conditions uf ,wale and sp_,ed
as measm'e:] by the flight R,.yl_olds numh_,r resulted in the
obviotts trend to wind tUmlels of large size and high speed.

hnporlant advances in l(.('hnique_ inehaled improved bal-
ances and other measuring equipnn.nl; now methods for
supporting nmdels, especially ,_t high apeeds; more accurate
corrections for the eff,,ct,; of the liluited size of lhe air stream:

and the inclusion of lhe effects of power and c,f some dwmmio
t]ight conditions. These trends have conlinued to the
present time.

One solution of the problem of scale effect was l'ea,'hcd in
1923 with tile constru('tion of the variable-denslty wind

tunnel by the Nat tonal Advisory Commit tee for A,,ronnt_ti_',,
in wlti(.h the Re)molds nunl.ber was increased by operating
the wind tunnel at a pressure of 20 atnm_pbero_, tlm,; in-
creasing the air density aml the Resmohls number by a
factor of 20. A second solution was reached witll tit(' con-

strm'tion of the fttll-seah, wind ,unto,Is in 19al at the NACA

I,angh,y Imboratory and in 1944 at the NACA Ames I,abora-

tory. Tllese tunnels are largo enough to test full-size small
airplanes at mod,,rate speeds.

As airplane speeds have increased, the prineiph.s of variabh,
density and larg(' size lmve been applied to lfigll-spoed wind

tunnels with necessary compromises because of high power
requirements. The goal is to approach full-scale Reyn,)hls
numbers and Math numbers as closely as possible.

Less obvious, but equally important, advances have been

made in improving wind tunnels with regard to uniformity
and steadiness in speed and direction of the air stream.
The wind-tunnel air stream is (.ltaraeterized by tlte presence
of small eddies of varying size and intensily which are col-

lectively known as turblflenee. Many aerodynamic meas-
urements are greatly influenced by the vahles of the inten-
sity and scale of these eddies even lhough the turbulent
fluctuations may be very small as conlpared with the mean

.speed. Flight investigations have not indicated the pres-
ence of atmospheric disturban('os of sufficiently small seal,,
to cause appreciable aerodynamic effects.

The use of wind-tunnel data for pretlieting tlu, flight per-

formance of aircraft has always been hampered l)y the
presence of turbulence in the air stream. Comparison of
resuhs obtained on spheres i'd the wiml tunnels of Prandtl
and Eiffel in 1912 showed that turbuh,nce eouht have gross

effects on aerodynamic measurements comparable with the

I Paper presented at the Neventh International Congress for Applie_l -"_Ieehanics, London, S_,ptember .5-11, lgt_,.
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effects of Reynolds number. Sm'h results led to the estab-

lishment of intcrnat[onal programs of t_.sts of standaM air-
foil and airship models and to numerous comparative tests
of spheres in wind tunnels of diff,.rent turbuh, ncc. It is
now known that the drag of a sphere may vary by a factor

as large as 4, the minimum drag of an airship or airfoil
model by a factor of at least 2, and the maximum lift of an
airfoil by a factor of as much as 1.3 in air streams of different
wind tunnels at the same tleynohls and _-Maeh numbers

(references 1 to 5).

Improved simulation of flight conditions in wiml-tunnol
testing through the reduction of air-stream turbulence was
slow in realization. Considerable confusion existed at one

time about the desirability of reducing the tu|'btdcnce. The
effect of increased turbuhmce on some aerodynamic charac-

teristics is qualitatively similar to increased scale, which
was greatly desired. The apparent success in some applica-
tions of the concept of an "effective" Rvwmlds numher h,d
many investigators to believe that tm'bulenee was desirabh,.

Moreover, the wiml-tumwl designer was faced with the prac-
tical situation thai, although it was easy to increase tur-
bulence, it was not ]¢nOWll to what extent it would have to
be reduced to simulate flight conditions arm no effective

method of reducing turbulem:e to snudl values was then
known. The resuh was that the turbulence of the usual

wind tunnel of about 10 years ago was of the order of }_ to
1.0 percent of the mean sp,M.

The reduction in turbuhmcc of more recently constructed

wind tunnels is largely the resuh of abettcr, though still
incomplete, muterstanding ,)f the cfft'cts of tm'huhmce on
the boundary layer and of the charact_r of turbulence i.tself,

especially the laws of decay and the effect of damping screens.
This understanding was greatly ,h,pen,h,nt on the develop-
ment of the hot-wire anemometer for ffuantitative turbuh, ncc
measurements. Comparative drag measurements on low-
drag airfoils in various wind tunnels and in flight showed the

sensitivity of their characteristics to very low levels of tur-
bulence and stimulated further work. Those investigations
were conducted in collaboration with Schubauer, Skramstad,

Jacobs, Yon Doenhoff, and other members of the staff of the
National Bureau af ,qtandards and the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics, Von K_rmhn anti Liepmann of
the California Institute of Technology, and G. I. Taylor and

his colleagues at Cambridge University.

It seems appropriate, because of the great importance of

turbulence effects in fluid mechanies, to outline the principles

of design1 of modern wind tunnels of low turbulence and to

illustrate tlwir application to two specific wind tunnels, the

4)_-foot wind tunnel of the National Bureau of Standards

and the Langley two-dimensional low-turbulence pressure
tunnel of the NACA.

SYMBOLS

A

C

D

L

cross-sectional area of wind stream or duct

constant.

diameter of a sphere
scale of turbuh, nee

COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

P pressure cocm,'ient k2{P--P°lp U_")

R Reynohls number

R+ "effective" R,,ynohts number

I?+ Rcynohls number based on thi('knes,_ of bonmlary
layer

l?v correlation cooffit.ient (_/u,'u._/)
U mean speed

U' mean turbuh,n,e intt,nsity

e contraction ratioof a win,/ ttmm,l Gld'.l, )
e,_ section drag coefficient
.f turlmlence redm.tiol_ factor

JC pressure-drop ct.,tfioicnt for tl SOl'con /]& _Pa_

nmnbt,r c,f screens

p static pressure
p,, static pressure of free str,am

+t t'omponent of v,,lo,.ity ttm'tm_tions produced bv
turbulence pat'al[t,[ to mean flow, and measured

with respect to moan speed
r, w mutually perpendicular components of velocity

fluctuations produced by turbulence, normal

to mean flew, and measured with respect to
lllCa n speed

71",_ j root-nleflIl-Sqllare vahles of u, e, anti w
u_""; moan value of product of u antl v
x distance measured parallel to mean flow
y distance measured normal to mean flow

a frequen('y parameter (2r/X)
boundary-layer thickness

5" boundary-layer displacement thickness

X wave length
u viscosity of air
t, kinematic viscosity (_p)
p mass density of .fir
Subscripts:

0 conditions at a particular time or place
1,2 values at neighboring points
._ settling chamber of a wind tunnel
t t,,st section of a wind tunnel

u, ,t values at points upstream and downstream of a

screen, respectively, in a duct of constant
cross-sectional area

MEASUREMENT OF TURBULENCE

The understanding of turbulent flow and the development
of methods for reducing the turbulence level are dcpcndent

on the existence of methods for measuring turbulence. The
hot-wire anemometer has become the standard instrunlent

for this purpose (references 6 to 9). Techniques have been
developed for measuring the root-mean-square of the com-
ponent u of the velocity fluctuations in the direction of flow
u' and corresponding root-mean-square values v' and w' for

the components z' and w in two directions perpendicular to
the flow and to each other. Techniques have also been de-

velopcd for measuring the mean value _ which is propor-
tional to the turhulent shearing stress, and for measuring
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ttw eorrdation eoemcil,nts of the type ulv_ where u_ and

v: are values of u at two neighboring points. From such
measurements the average dimensions and shape of the ed-

dies present in the air flow may be determined.

The turbulence in a wind-tunnel air stream not too close

to a source of turbulence is a random motion with no periodic

components present and is often, though not always, isot ropie
In isotropic turbulence, _d=d=w' and _=0. The magni-
tude of the fluctuations may then be specified by u'. The
quantity It'/U, where U is the mean speed, is termed the in-

tensity of the turbulence.

The scale of isotropie turbulence, wl_i,.h in effect specifies

the average size of the eddie_.2s, is defined in terms of the cor-

relation coefficient _v = u_u! at two neighboring points
*'¥ ?11*llJ - .

separated by a distance y norwal to the stream. The scale
L is defined as

L f
=Jo R_,ly

A more complete discussion of the intensity and scale of

isotropic turbulence is given in reference 10.

The hot-wire anemometer is being continuously improved
in ruggedness, convenience, and accuracy, ])tit it remains
an instrument of considerable complexity an,l cost. The

services of expert technicians are required for its successful
maintenance and use. Consequently, there remains con-
siderable interest in other methods for the qualitative de-
termination of the general turbulence level of an air stream

using only the measuring equipment normally available in
any wind tunnel. Such methods must depend on (:lie effect
of turbulence in some aerodynamic measurement which can
be calibrated in terms of u'/U and L.

Measurements of the drag coefficient of a sphere as pro-
posed by Prandtl (reference 11) have been used with con-
siderable success to indicate the turbulence level of the older

wind tunnels (references 2, 4, and 10). The critical Rey-
nolds number at which the drag coefficient of a sphere of

diameter D decreased rapidly was found to be a function
of (u'/U)(D/L) _js, decreasing with increasing values of the
turbulence parameter. The critical Reynolds number was

stated either as that for whieh the drag coemeient of the
sphere was 0.3 (reference 2) or that for which the pressure
coefficient from an orifice in the rear portion of the sphere
was 1.22 (references 4 and 10). The value of the critical
Reynolds number for turbulenee-free air is of the order of
385,000 (reference 4).

Although such sphere tests provide reliable indications of
the general turbulence level in low-speed wind tunnels with
high levels of turbulence (>0.3 percent), they are not suita-

ble for tests in high-speed wind tunnels or in Mnd tunnels of
very low turbulence. Thus, as a result of sphere tests in
the Langley 8-foot high-speed tunnel, Robinson (reference
12) shows that spheres could not be used to determine the

turbulence level at speeds above about 27"0 miles per hour
because compressibility effects completely masked the effects
of Reynolds number and turbulence. The sphere is also

insensitive to the effects of low levels of turbulence. Thus,

Robinson measured critical R%'nohls numbers at low speeds

in the 8-foot tunnel that were essentially the same as those
for free air. Subsequent measurements of the turbulence
in this wind tunnel witit a hot-wire anemometer showed the

intensity of the longitudinal fluctuations to be about 0.15
percent and the horizontal normal componenL about 0.5
percent of tile speed corresponding to the sphere measure-

merit. This turbulence level is now known to be su_eiently
high to affect considerably the R%'nolds nmnb,,r of tcanei-
lion of a laminar boundal\v layo)' in a region of zero or small
f,lling pressure gl'adient.

The drag characteristics of smnuth and fair NACA low-
drug airfoils were known to be sensilivo to turhuh.nce.
.laeobs proposed that this characteristic might b,: u_ed to
indicate the relative turbulence level of wind tunnels for

which the turbulence couhl not be evahtated by sphere tesls.
Even small increases of the tu,'lmlenee h,w'l rodm,,,d Ihe

R,,ynolds number at which the transition point lllOV,'d lilt-
stream from the lo,'ati,m of mininmm pressure wil h '_ con-e-
spending increase of drag.

A special symmetricnl airfoil was designed for this purpo:o.

The section (fig. 1 aim table I) was 15 percent thick and had
a very low, slightly favorabh, pressure gradient sd,,,'te,1 to
increase the sensitivity of the laminar boumlary layer to
low turbulence levels as compared with the sensitivity ,ff

the usual NACA low-drag airfoils. .k steel vno,l,'[ of this
section was constructed with a epan of !)1!; inch,_ an,I _, ,'h,,rd
of 60 inehos. The model was eonstrurh,d in ll_r,,e soc_i,ms

to pernfit tests to be made in either the narrow Iesl sccti,ms
of the Langley two-dimensional tunnels or in the htrge con-
ventional wind tllnne]s. The eentral portion of the model
was built of a _{_-ineh-thiek stainless-steel skin on cohl-rolh,d-

steel ribs. Comparative tests of other models of the same

section showed that no surface irregularities were present

that wouhl affect transitioil in tile Langley two-dimensional

low-turbuh, nee pressure tunnel. Drag tests of the mad,,[ at

zero angle of attack using the wake-survey Inelhod were
made in several NACA wind tunnels.

q

f

1.0-------------3-
0 .2

I I I •

.,_ " .6 .8 1.0

Chor'dwT._e po,.w't:on_ .,_/_

YlocRg I.--Theoretical pressure dlstrihu:i,m for N'ACA 61l,Iq}13 _lirfoil section at zero llft.
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TABLE I

ORDINATES OF NACA 66,I 015 AIItFOIL SECTION

[stations and ordinato_ given in p_rcent of airfoil chor4|

Statiou

0

..=i

• 75
l. 2,_

2.5
5.(1

7.5

l0
15

.'2"0

'2_5
311

a5

.gl
45

._0

55
sO

65

70
75

_5

90

95
100

I Ordinate

0

1. 191

1,493
1.79g
2• 448

3. 344
4. O._t

4. 585
5. 4__

6. 137

6. 647
7.019

7. 289

7.11,4

7. 436
7.._.7

B. 898

6. 262
5. 572

4.645

3. ill I
2. _'_

1, 54i4

0

L. E, radius: l.fil

Results of (h'ag tests of the niodel in four low-speed

NAC.%- wind tunnels are shown in figure 2. The turbulence
level of the Langley two-dimensional low-turbuh, nce pressllre
tuilneI (TDT) is a few hllndredths of 1 percent (rl'fereiloO 13)

according to hot-wire measurements. Similar measurenwnts
in the Langley 10-foot pressure tlmnel showed the turbu-
lence level of this tunnel to be about 0.3 percerit tmsed on
the longitudinal component. The N.tCA 7- by lO-foo_
wind tunnels are indicated to have an intermediate turbu-

h,nce level, while the Ames 12-foot low-turbuh'nce pressure
wind tunnel appears to have the lowe?t.

.0O8

.006

0

i

_..002

,4_-?oot pressure funnel

"_" _ * ,.TOT

./" 7- t_y lO-fo0' 2_..._.----_

":" ....
pressure tunnel

J I I I I I 1 I
0 5 I0 t5 =°0 25 .90 35 40xlO c

R@yr_old$ number, li

FIGuRg 2.l-Comparative drag mea._drements of NACA 66,I-015 airfoil ill Four NACA low-

speed wind tunnels.

A comparison of the drag measurements for the model in
the Langley S-foot and Ames 10-foot high-speed tunnels is

given in figure 3, together with the data from the low-tm'bu-
lenee tunnel for comparison. The drag data from the high-
speed tunnels differ from those obtained in the low-speed
tunnels in that, following the original drag rise, the drag

curve levels out and even decreases with increased Reynolds
numbem. This result is thought to be associated with com-
pressibility effects, and the data should not be interpreted
to indicate a very low turbulence level at high speed. Even

though the data were obtained at speeds below the critical,

•O08

:5.ooe

.004

_.002

0

.8-?oo? h_qh-speed funnel .TOT

....... 16-foot h@h-spe_d funnel

I I 1 I I ! 1 l
5 I0 15 20 25 30 35 40x,'O s

Reynolds numb¢_ R

Fir;VilE 3.--Ooml)aratiw, drag me'astlrements of 3:AC.k O3,l 015 air/oil in t lli'(,t, N_.CA wind

I unilei,%

compressibility effects may be CXl)erted to increase [lie favor-
able prl_'_sure gra(licnts along the airfoil surfaces ,'tild thqs It)

increase the stal)ilhy of lhe huninar layer al Ill,, itigh spol,tls.
The stngnalion pressllres of both the lligh-sl)oed tlliuivls :lro
subshuitially atmOsl)heric am], consequrntly, oqiin] Roy-
nohls numbers indicate approximately equal .Math Fillnlbcrs.
It may, therefore, be eonchided /hat the Ames 16-foot

tunnel has n lower levd of turbulence t]lan the Langh,y
,q-foot tunnel.

It may be con('htded that (lrag measurcm(,nts on a sniooth,

fair model of a sensitive low-drag airfoil are useful for die
qualitative determination of the relative levels of tul't)uh,n.e
,Jr whnl lunnels having turbulence levels of the oi'[1,,l' .f. f,,w
hundredtlis to a foil" tenths of 1 percent, providotl the

mca_ln'ements are made at love Nlacb nunlbors. Consider-

able research will tie, necessary to d.,velop similar nl,,thods
suital)le forhigh Math numbers.

ORIGIN AND DECAY OF TURBULENCE

Recent progress in the reduction of turbulence in wind
tunnels is dependent oil the knowledge which has been
gained of the origin and decay of turbulent motion. Tlic

presence of turbulence in a flow may l)e traced to the exist-
(,no(, of a discontinuity in temperature, ,lcnsity, or velocity
in the flow. Such a surface of discontinuity may arise
in the flow around or near a solid body as a result of flow

separation, as a result of an incoming jet of air, or in various
other ways. As a consequence of a dynamic instability,
such a surface of discontinuity rolls up into discrete vortices;
because of the viscosity the localized vortieity then diffuses

to form the fully developed turbuh, nt motion. Even in the
ease Of frictional flow along a surface, an instability develops
which finally leads to turbulent motion.

Much of the information about the origin and decay of
turbulence has been derived fi'om experiments on circular

cylinders or on screens made up of woven wire. No turbu-
lence will be generated if the Reynolds number is sufi3ciently
low. Dr. Schubauer in the report on damping screens

(reference 14) shows that no turbulence is shed by a screen
if the Reynohls number is less than about 30 to 60, the value
depending on the mesh and wire diameter of the screen.

Thus, for any reasonable speed and size of object, any
obstruction in a wind-tunnel air stream will generate
turbulence.
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At some distance from the source tile turbulence will tend

to become isotropie. The laws of decay of isotropic turbu-
lence have been investigated both experiment ally and theoret-
ically but are not yet finally established. Taylor (reference

15) gave the relation

1 1 ,f')u
---- C * ,lx

u" _/_'- UL (1)

where uo' is the intensity of _]w turbulence at the point from

which x is measured, u' is the intensity of the turbulence at
tile point .r, U is tlw mean speed at a,, and L is the scale of
the turbulence at the point a,. The value of the constant C
has been found It) be about 0.22 for wire screens "witb wire

diameter equal to about one-fifth the mesh ,llstanee (reference
10). There is reason to believe that tile value of the constant
does not vary gre',tiy with the shape of the turbulence-

producing obst ach,.
lVbelt the turlmh,n,'e is pv,>,tuced by screens, the value of

L increases with increasing z. Little information is avail-

able as to the variation of L with the shape of the turbulence-
producing obstacle ar as to changes in L during flow through

a passage of cha,lging cross section, as in the entrance section
of a wind tunnel. Itowever, the scale of the turbulence at a
distance of about 200 diameters behind a wire is of the
order of the diameter of the wire.

Very near th, source of turbuh, nce, that is, at vahws of x
less than about I00 times the wire diameter, the tm'buh, nce
is not isotropic and there is appreciable variation of mean

speed in the wake of the obstacle. The test section of a
wind tunuel shouhl in no case be so close to a turbulence-

producing obstacle.
_X[any experim,,nts have been made of the variation of _t'

and L behind screens in a stream of uniform speed and cross
section, hi the present state of knowledge the following

relations are suggested for design purposes

'"_ = U0' a:--x0
7] =1+0.58 U Lo (2)

(L)' ,,o'Z--Xok_ =1+0.58 _ -Lo (3)

where ,_' and L are the intensity and scale at x, and %' and

Lo are the intensity and scale at x0. These relations are
believed to be conservative. Theoretical considerations

suggest that in many cases as the intensity decreases to low
values the rate of decrease is greater than indicated by the
formulas (references 16 and 17). Even though these equa-

tions may not be rigorously accurate over a wide range, they
are a sufficient guide to methods of reducing the turbulence
in wind tunnels.

SOURCES OF WIND.TUNNEL TURBULENCE

In a satisfactory wind tunnel, the speed and direction of
the flow at any point are free of long-period fluctuations, and
the short-period fluctuations, collectively classed as tur-
bulence, are statistically constant. In other words, the

flow must be free of large eddies or speed changes associated
with such effects as unsteady separations of the boundary

layer on the t,mnel wall. Tin, flow in the diffuser and
return passages shouhl be checked and all permanent or
unsteady flow separation eliminated. Sometimes this can

be done by airfoil deflectors to deflect high-speed air into a
separating region, by screens to prcmmte filling of the
diffuser, or by boundary-layer su,-ti,m. At any rate,

large-scale slow fluctuati,ms must be eliminated.
The turl)uh,twe in the test section of a wind tlllUlel may

not be identified with that normally pros,,nt in pipe flow at

Re_mhls numbers above the vritieal value. The con-
tractiou anti ae('eh'ration of the air stream entering the test
section produce a stream with a core of nearly uniform speed

with a thin botm,lavy layer at the walls. The growth of
the boundary la_-er through the shm't test section is small
compared with the dinaensions of the air stream, and fully
developed turbulent pipe flow does not resuh.

While the turbuhqlt boundary layer flmving against the
increasing pressure in the diffuser and return passage
thickens rapidly, this source of turbulence appeat_ to be

much h,ss importvnt than the wakes of objects in the stream
in various parts of the cireuit. Such objects are the pro-
peller with its associated mountings, spinner, and antiswM

vanes and the essential guide vanes at the cornets of the
circuit. Honeycombs art, seldom used in large modern
wind tunnels. Guide vanes, like lmneyeombs, are faMy

effcetive in reducing large-scale turbulence originating up-
stream. Consequently, the set of guMe vanes immediately
upstream from the test section is usually the most important
source of ttu'bulenee.

Recent experiments and theoretical analyses (references
18 to 20) have shown that the noise of the propeller and
other sound sources may place a lower limit on the turbulence
level since sound waves cause air motions which produce an
effect similar to that of turbulence.

METHODS OF REDUCING TURBULENCE

The form of equations (1), (2), and (3) suggests cer{a[n
methods of reducing turbuh, nce--namcly, (a) reducing uo',
the initial intensity of the turbulence; (b) maMng the dis-
tance x from tile source of the turbulence to the test section

as _eat as possible; (e) making tim scale of the turbulence
as small as possible; and (d) keeping the mean speed U
small for the greatest possible part of the distance x. These
considerations lead to the design of a wind tunnel with a

large contraction ratio;indivi(lually small, closely spaced,

and well-designedguide vanes at the corner directly upstream
fi'om the test section; and a long settling ehamber between
this corner and the start of the contraction of the entrance

cone. With sueb measures it has been possible to obtain
turbulence levels of 0.25 percent with a contraction ratio
of 7. These design features are also favorabh, for the
introduction of damping screens which have permitted a
further reduction of turbulence by a factor of 6 or more.

Tile aerodynamic characteristics of damping screens are
presented by Dr. Sehubauer in considerable detail (reference

14). It is sufficient for the present purpose to note that
damping screens reduce the intensity" of the oncoming
turbulence and, unless their Reynolds number is very low,

generally introduce a small-scale turbulence.
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As sho_-n 1)y Schubauer, the effectiveness (,f one screen in

damping the oncoming turbulence is well approximated by
the formula

l

.r= (4)

or, in the case of n screens (reference 19)

1
-f= (I +k)".- (5)

where f is the reduction factor and k is the pressm'e-(l,'op

coefficient for the screen. It is obviously more efficient t,,
obtain a desired reduction factor by th,- u_e of severa! screens
with small pressure-loss coefficients rati',er thnn 1,y the use

of a single dense screen.
If tin, damping screens are operated above their critical

Reynolds number, turbulence is caused |)y the screens then>

selves with the result that the intensity immediately _l()_ql-
stream from a screen may be considerably higher than that
upstream. The utility of the screens in reducing turt)ulence
results from the rapid decay of the fine-grain turbulence

resulting from the screen. These effects arc shown in detail
in the paper by Schubauer.

hi the course of work associated with the design of screens
re,' the NACA low-turbulence wind tunnels in 1039, it was
noted fi'om tests of screens in a snmke tunnel that no turtm-

lence was produeed if the screens were operated at suffi-
ciently low Reynolds numbers (,'eference 13). This effect
has been studied by Sehubauer who fount1 that evew screen

has a well-defined Reynohts number, which depends on
solidity, below which eddies are not shed. Ahhough the

screens of the NACA low-turbulence wind tunnels are de-
sis'ned to operate below thecritieal Reynohls number, the
practical necessity for so doing has not been proved. It
appears that the decay of the fine-grain turbulence from a
screen of small mesh size permits a very low turbulence level

to be obtained at ordinary distances from the screen.
An important eonsidel'ation it( the appli,'ation of damping

screens is the abnormal behav-ior of certain screens reported

by Schubauer. Ahhough not understoo(l, the production
of abnormally high, slowly decaying longitudinal fluctuations
by certain screens is thought to be associated with imper-
fections of these screens. It appears important, especially

in the case of large screens, to select a mesh and wire size
capable of being woven with accuracy and to handle the
screen in such a manner as to avoid distortion of the mesh
in installation.

EFFECTS OF CONTRACTION

A large contraction or area ratio between the settling

chamber and test section has several advantages. A large
contraction ratio results in a low airspeed in the settling
chamber, thus permitting the installation of a number of

damping screens without excessive penalty for the power
absorption and also permitting greater decay of turbulence
in a given length of settling chamber. Furthermore, unless

the contractiou has the effect of greatly increasing the turbu-
lent energy of the stream, the ratio of the turbulent intensity

to the mean speed will decrease through the entrance cone
as the moan speed increases.

The effects of contrm'tion have been studied theoretically

by Prandtl (reference 21) and Taylor (reference 22). These

studies were limited t)y consideration of only regular types of
disturbance and neglect of clef'a3-. Taylor's rcsuhs depend
on the type of distut'bance assumed and indi('ate that (.on-
traction may result in eithe," an increase or a decrease of the

tm'bulent energy. Prandtl p,'edivts a dot.tense of ,_' in the
ratio l/c and an increase of c' and w' in the ratio x 7, where

c is the contraction ratio. If a turbulent intensity /_" is
defined as

3 " ' '

then, a('cocding to [)t'aPdt[, {" \\'otlld vary as

• Y_c0

This formul,t wouhl predfi.t an increase of /-" of approxi-

mately 2 for a contraction ratio of 6 and of 3.5 for a ratio of
18 and result in a net re(htction of the ratio U'/Uof 0.33 and

0.19, respeetively.
Such (.ah'ulations sho,d(l be used cauti,)usly because of

limit.tli,;ns of the theory. Experimental ob._ervations show

that contraction, by ex(,rting a s(,h'ctive effect on the con>
ponents ,,f v,'loeity fluctualion% (lecreases u' and increases

v' arm w'. It is m)t known that decay in the contracting
region can 1)e predicted quantitatively by linear consi(lera-
lions of the velocity anti distance traveled or that the results
can then be superposed on the estimated effect of contrac-
tion. Measurements tit the National Bureau of Standards

in the 4_-fo()t tunnel, behind the screens in the settling

chamber anti in the test chamber, indicate (reference 19)
for this pnrtimdar case that the effects of contraction and

decay on the turbulent energy substantially cancel each ot her.
This result shouhl not be generalized, however, without
further study.

APPLICATION OF PRINCIPLES TO SPECIFIC WIND-TUNNEL
DESIGNS

THE tl_-FOOT TUNNEl, OF THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS

The application of the inethods of reducing wind-tunnel
turbulence is illustrated by the modernization of the 4h'-foot

wind tunnel of the National Bureau of Standards. Figure
4 is a photograph of the wind tunnel and figure 5 is a longi-
tudinal section through the center line. The design of the

tunnel was begun in November 1937, and construction was
completed in September 1938.

The over-all length of the tunnel is 80 feet anti the height
is 25 feet, these dimensions being fixed by the requirement
that the tunnel be housed in the existing building. The

structure above the ground line, except for the entrance
section, consists of tongued-and-grooved pine boards fastened

to angle-iron framing. The entrance section is made of
galvanized iron fastened to joined wooden stringers. The
structure below ground level is of reinforced concrete.
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FIGr_E $.- The 4!.qoor wind h]nneI of the N'atiomfl Bureau! of _tamhrr'ls.

The t_.st section is l0 fL,ot h,ng. It_ cross section is n

regnhir octagon, 41_ feet between opposite f, ees. The ex-
panding exit cone provides a transition from the octagonal
cross se('tion at the test sc,tion to the 7-fo-t circular cross

section at the ftln. The cig'ht-hl,t(h, f_m is (hiven hy a 75-
horsepower, direet-eun'ent nmlor. The return duet is

rectangular in cross section throughout its h,ngth. The
straight sedi,m o[' settling (.]i_ml)er upstream of the entrance

st,_,tion is o('t_tg,,nal in cross sortie,n, 12 feet a_'ross the fiats,
,rod 7 fet,t long. The contn,'ti-n n_tio is 7. I:l.

Conlmercid _.tfide vanes are use([ a{ the four corners as

indicated in figure 5. The guide vanes in the first turn

upstream from the test eh_lmber are of 2,r_-inch chord
and are spaced 1/.,_' im'hes on centers. The guide vanes in
the other turns are of 6)_-inch chord and are spaced 3_ inches
on centers. [)_mq)ing screens are installed in the settling
ehaml)er.

The turbulence levels in the test section of the tunnel

with various single screens and comlfinations of two, three,

TABLE II

COMPAIIISOX OF OBSERVED AND PREDICTED REDI'('-

TION OF TI'RBUI,ENCE BY ['SE OF D3.3IPING SCREENS

IN NATION3.L BI'I1E3.1" OF ST),.ND.kRDS 4J:-FOOT WIND

TI'XNEL
[f_',= 1o9 if/see]

' i I
[ 1 i .';U,Sero(,n I _k (per-

None ........................ ;_ .....
l,_-meeh. 0All I-in. ',.'.'iv(, ......... ft. g95

k_q-mosh, t3.fllT-in, wire _ ...... ; 2.. l_,

24-mi,sh, 0.0_CS-in. wire ........ i ,7,20
_-n esh 130_7- L wire .._ 4,
Tw(_ I_t-m_,_h, 0,01l-in. ",v re_ __I I, 7!_1

Thn'e lS-rtmsh, 0.011-in. win, '. 2._5

Six _creens (thrPc .'2_-mosh,

O.OlT-in. wire; throe 21- '
mesh q.OO75-in,wire) ...... '? _. 7

...... I 0. _389
It. 7N; ,052

• 5gl .0:ll

• 760 . !_.53

• 1Y,8 i .038

i i _•oar

_,. 077,6 ! . _39
]

I E

i [-':' [ -,
i fpcreent)

tpt'r"' r fper- i,::,: .....,,c,i
cent) ! e, _ Ob- I I'v-

! ! scrvt, d (licr,,,l

0,301 )..3, .2 5 ; _
• 199 229 ' 182 ¢, 92

• 1¢;.2 199 ! IN3 : , 149
.2°A '_II i I':'*S ; _)l

• ]41 .1_3 , .HI i I1_;

• 114 2.1 : 099 i 102

I
,044 .()N , .043 I .021

I

3k.,e+3b.t. where I:,.o alll| k._l are tile pregsurc-drop o_dliei,.nts i',_r file "_l-Illl'sh alld |}le 21-
I_le_tl _CI'OClI_, res|)octiveiy.

b 1

( 1 + k:_)-',/; ( 1 + b.,_) "_n"

and six screens installed in the settling chamber are smn-
marized in table II. The turbulence level expressed as the

ratio U'/[_ is seen to vary fv_)m 0.265 percent with no damp-
ins screens to 0.04.'1 percent with six screens. The predicted
vahies of the turbulence level with screens t)ascd on a damp-

ing factor of
1

(1 +k) "/-'

are also given in tal)le II. It will t)e seen that the agreement
of predi('ted and n_teasured turbulence levels is excellent,

considering the limitations of the theory, except at the
lower levels where the measured values are higher. This
discrepancy is thought to be associated with noise as previ-

ously mentioned.
It is apparent that the use of damping screens is the most

important feature in obtaining a very low level of the turbu-
lence. It should be noted, however, that the turtmlenee

FIC,r:RE 5.--Longitudinal cross section of the 4_+foot wind tunnel of the National Bureau of Standards.
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level without damping screens is relatively low, especially
for a wind tunnel of this size. This relatively low initial
turbulence level undoubtedly simplifies tile screen installation

required and is obtained by the use of small, eh)sely spaced
guide vanes an(l a long settling chamber.

LANGLEY TWO-DIMENSIONAL LOW*TURBULENCE PRESSURE TUNNEL

The Langley two-dimensional low-turbulence pressure

tunnel (reference 13) was designed especially for research
on wing sections. A low-tm'bulenee air stream was desired

in which systematic investigations of large numbers of air-
foils could be made at flight values of the Reynohts numbers.

It was also considered desirable to test the wing sections in
two-dimensional flow to obviate the difficuhies that had been

encountered in the NACA variable-density tunnel in obtain-
ing section data from tests of finite-span wings and in correct-
ing adequately for support interference.

Preliminary design of such a wind tunnel was started in

1937, and a full-scale model of the tunnel was completed in

-- "7- , i

FmUR¢ 6.--The Langley t'_'o-dimensional low-turbulence pressure tunnel.

1938. This model, which differs in detail from the finaI

design, was eonstru(.ted cheaply to operate at atmospheric
pressure and is known as the Langley two-(limensional low-
turbulence tunnel. The final tunnel (figs. 6 and 7) was
placed in operation early in 194t. It is of wehted steel

construction to pernfit operation at pressures up to 10 atmos-
pheres. The test section is 3 feet wide, 7J..; feet high, and
7_._ feet long. The contraction ratio is 17.6:1. The tunnel

is powered by a 2000-horsepower motor driving a 20-blade
fan 13 feet in diameter.

Structural requirements of the pressure shell imposed

compromises on the design of the tunnel. The principles of
use of damping screens were inadequately un(lerstoo(1 at the
time construction of the tunnel was started. The results of

research at the National Bureau of Standards and of experi-
ence with the model of the tunnel required complete revision
of the planned screen installation. The screen installation

was consequently made in an air passage and structure not

designed for its accommodation. The final arrang(ment is
not considered to be optimum.

An unusual feature of the tunnel is the toruslike bends

with six corners at the large end and eight corners at the

small end to accomplish each 180 ° turn. Eight sets of guide
vanes are provided at the small end and three "splitter"
vanes at the large end. These features of the tunnel were
dictated by cost and strength requirements an(l are not
believed to be aerodynamically desirable.

Cooling (:oils supported on a coarse honeycomb are
mounted in the large end of the tunnel Ul)stream of the
entrance section. A screen with 60 meshes to the inch is

fastened to the downstream face of the honeycomb. A series
of 11 damping screens is mounted between the dense screen

and the entrance section. Each screen has 30 meslws per
inch with 0.0065-inch-diameter wire. The screens are

installed 3 inches apart. Each damping screen has a pressure
coefficient of approximately 1.0. The last damping screen
is located at the beginning of the contracting section.

,.Drive motor Confi'?uou$ _p/i/fer vorl_$N

_, Pr_oel/er- - "Countervane$

A/r-at_eam N'oct/on ___ _

e._xure-qrod/enf Tesf sect/on

k'""A " )1 / ' 1

,4;,-/"_"-I I_T-", _ 'aO-_e,h,_.-_,,
_ '_O-mesh iurbulence-re_uChg screens

"Observer/on co_Opv

Fmt'Rz 7.--Cross section uf the Langley two-dimensional low-turbulence pre,s._re tu.nnel.
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It will be noted that, in contrast with the NBS 4_d-foot
tunnel, reliance is placed on tile cooling-coil damping-screen

installation to reduce the high turbt,lenee resulting from the
aerodynamically unfavorable turns of the air passage.

Great care was taken with the screen installation (reference
13) because it was not known exactly what imperfections

couhl be tolerated and because of the difficulty of inspection,
repair, or replacement once tilt, install.ttion was made. The
phosphor'-bronze screen was specially woven in 7-foot-wide

strips with special selvages. Tile strips were fastened
together by sewing with 0.0065-inch-diameter wire with a
stitch tllat preserved equal density of the screen across the
seam. The resulting screens wore instalh,d so that any wal,:es

from tile seams wouhl pass above and below the model.
Each screen was tensioned along its periphery to a stress
corresponding to about one-half the vMd value to reduce

sagging under load. Care was taken to Inake and install the
screens without touching them by hand in order to avoid
possible future corrosion that wouhl eventually cause local

changes in the pressure-drop coefficient. It is not known to
what extent these precautions are required, but it is now
thought that considerable relaxation of these specifications

woul,1 result in a satisfactory installation.
Only limited measurements of the tunnel turl)ulenee have

been made with a hot-wire anemometer. The resuhs of some

of the measurements are presented in figure 8 for a pressure

o--------'----
I I I I f 1 I

0 1 =o _q 4 5 6 7x106

IReyrJolda number" per #0o _ of mode/ chord

FIOURE $.--Turhulenee level u'/U of the Langley two-dlmensional low-turbulence pressure

tunnel at a pressure of 4 atmosl)heres. (Data from reference 13.)

of 4 atmospheres. (See reference 13.) Tile turl)ulence

levels presented are values of u'/[\ It will be seen that,
at this tunnel pressure, the turbulence level increases from
about 0.02 percent at low speed to a value of about 0.05 per-

cent at a speed corresponding to a Reynohts number of about
4.5X10 _ per foot of model chord. At higher speeds, the
turbulence rises more rapidly. Spot cheeks of the turbulence
level at other pressures indicate that increasing pressure is
favorable for obtaining a low level of turbulence at a given

value of tile model Reynolds number. No wakes from
the seams in the screens have been detected.

It is interesting to note that the more rapid rise of the

turbulence shown in figure 8 occurs at roughly tlle Reynohls
number where the damping screens begin to produce turbu-
lence themselves. It is not thought, however, that this

result is significant even with the comparatively small dis-
tanee for decay provided in this installation. The existence
of lower turbulence levels at the same Reynolds number at
higher tunnel pressures also tends to discount such an expla-
nation for the increase of turbulence with speed. Qualita-

tiw_ly, it has been noted tlla! th,,re is a tendency fi)r the
intensity of tilt, turlmh'nce to correlate witll tile power input
to the lunncl and with the noise level. It is thought that

vii)ration anti noise are factors limit ing the turbulence of this
t unnel.

.Many features of the two-dimensional low-turbuh,n('e
pressure tunnel were not used in the design of the Ames 12-
foot pressure tunnel, all hough ('oml)romises with the require-
ments of tilt, pressure shell were still neeess,u'y. In partic-

uhlr, six sets of gui,le vanes were used instead of splitter
vanes in the 180 ° turn upstream of the entrance section.
Tile cooling coil was eliminated and a settling chalnt)er was

provided in which a simplified screen instalhttion was mounted.
As indicated by figure 2, this newer I unnel is believed to ]lave
a lower turlmlence level than the two-dimensional wind
tunnel.

CONTRIBUTION OF I,OW-TURBULENCE WIND TUNNELS TO

AERONAUTICAL SCIENCE

The two h)w-turbuh, nce wind tunnels wllich have been

(h,scritu,d have been essential tools in t we major cent rihutions
to aeronautical science: Tile experimental eonfirnlation of

tilt, Tothnien-SchlMlting theory of the stability of laminar
flow and tilt, develotunent of h)w-drag airfoils.

STABILITY OF LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER

The eft'cots of turl)ulence on aerodynamic measllrenleJlts

have long been known to 1)e intimately connected with
tr,lusition from hlminar to turl)uh, nt flow in the boundary

layer. Until recently tlle mechanism of transition was a
sut)ject of considerable discussion an(1 controversy. A
theoretical treatment of the related pt'oblcnl of the stability

of laminar flow in a l>oundary layer had been given l)y Toll-
mien and Sehliehting (references 2:3 and 24). Their compu-
tations indicated instability of tile two-dimensional laminar

hlyer with Blasius velocity distribution to small sinusoidal
disturbartees if the Reynohls number exeecth,d a value which
was a function of the wave length of the disturbance. Toll-
mien (reference 25) extended this work to investigate the

effects of pressure gratlients, showing especially that the
distortion of the Blasius profile associated with rising pres-
sures in the direction of the flow was unfavorable to laminar

stability.
The Tolhnien-SehlMlting theory was not accepted imme-

diately as a satisfaototT explanation of tlle mechanics of
transition. For the mathematical reason of obtaining a
linear differential equation, a very small disturbance was

assumed, ahhough it was known that the usual disturbances
were not small. The theory (lid not predict transition in tile
sense of the change fi'om laminar to eddying flow but rather
predicted the conditions for damping or amplification of the
very small disturbances. The theory showed that laminar

stability was a critical function of the wave length m" fi'e-
queney of the disturbances, whereas all experimental results

appeared to indicate that the point of transition was little
affected by the fi'equency if the amplitude was fixed.

Experimental work at the National Bureau of Standards
(reference 26) established the existence of comparatively

large fluctuations of speed in the laminar boundary layer
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over a flat plate well upstream of the point of transition.
These measurements were made by means of hot-wire
apparatus with different t)ressure gradients along the plate
and with different levels of turbulence of the air stream. It

was shown that the fluctuations did not cause tile average
velocity distribution to depart from the Blasius velocity

profile and, consequently, that turbulent stwaring stresses
were not associated with these fluctuations. Transition

caused a departure from tile Blasius distribution to tile
characteristic turbulent velocity profile, but the laminar

and turbulent boundary layers could not be distinguished on
the basis of the magtlitude of the speed fluctuations alone.
It was not apparent from these data, however, whether the
observed fluctuations were "free" oscillations of the Toll-

mien-Sddiehting type or whether they were "forced"
oscillations produced by the turbuh.nee of the air stream.

Later, during the investigations of low-drag airfoils at the

NACA in air streams of very low turbulence, it was observed
that small three-dimensional protuberances on the airfoil
surfaces either caused transition to occur almost immediately
at the protuberance or did not affect transition at all. Small

two-dimensional protuberances or waves, however, often
caused transition to occur sooner than on tlle smooth sur-

face, but still a long distance downstream from the pro-
tuberanee. The velocity distribution, as measured by

pressure probes, in the laminar layer between the protuber-
ance and the point of transition was not affe,:ted by these
small protuberances. It was apparent that some transition-
producing mechanism existed that was not associated with

the shape of the average velocity distribution. The Toll-
mien-gclfliehting concept of amplified disturbances provided
a qualitative explanation of such phenomena.

Sehubauer and Skramstad (reference 18) extended the
work at the _Tational Bureau of Standards to the lowest

attainable level of the fi'ee-stream turbulence. Bv an in-

genious method of introducing disturbances of known fre-
quency by a small vibrating ribbon, they eonfirnwd the

Tollmien-Schlichting theory both with respect to the concept
of amplification of small disturbances and quantitatively as
regards tile calculation of the stability boundaries. The

ex-perimental results are shown in figure 9, together with the
stability boundaries as calculated by Lin (reference 27).

The mechanism of the instability of the laminar boundary
layer is now well understood. Whatever small disturbances
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FIC_I:RE 9.--Curve ot neutrM staNlity tor Blaslus urnflle.

are initially present are selectively amplified until large

sinusoidal oscillations occur. These regular waves grow in
amplitude, become distorted, and burst into high-frequency
fluctuations. The nonlinear problems of the amplification
of the large oscillations and of the mechanism of conversion

to turbulent flow remain problems for future research.
It shouhl be noted that the themT of Tolhnien and

Schliehting has been extended to compressible tlows over
flat plates by Lees and Lin (references 28 and 29) and that

Liepmann (reference 30) investigated the effects of convex
and concave surfaces. Liepmann showed that the effects of

convexity were ._mall but that the mechanism of transition
on concave surfaces was different, being three-dinlonsional iTl
nat ure.

It is significant that the work of Schubauer and ,qkramstad
required the use of an air stream of very low turbuh, nce
(about 0.02 percent). The earlier work in an air strennl with
a turbulence level of about 0.5 to 1.0 percent had boon con-

fused by transition associated with momental T sepal'arian
resuhing from finite disturbances in the free stream as pro-
posed by G. I. Taylor in referenee 31. The fund,,maental
difference in the mechanism of tran,_ition in a turbulent air

stream and in a stream of very low or zero turbulence makes
it imperative lhat aerodynamic measurements be ran,h, in a
low-turhulettee air stream if they are to be accurately

applieahh' to free flight.

LOW-DRAG AIRFOILS

The Langley two-dimensional low-turbulence pressu,'c
tunnel has permitted the systematic inw, stigations required

for the dew'lopment of useful low-drag nit'foils. It h'ad
become apparent- in 19::;7 that any further pronounced
reduction in the profile drag of wings must be obtained 1)3" a
reduction of the skin friction through increasing the relative

extent of the laminar lmundal'y layer. The attainment of
extensive laminar boundary layers at large Reynohts nun>
bers was an unsolved experimental problem. Although the
mechanism of transition was not understood, it was known

that low turbulence and the avoidanee of increasing pressures
in tile direction of flow were requirements for extensive
laminar flow.

The requirement of low turbulence eouhl best he met by

flight tests, and numerous investigations have heen made in
flight following the pioneer work of Jones (reference 32) who
demonstrated the possibility of obtaining extensive laminar

layers at fairly high Reynolds numbers. Flight investiga-
tions do not, however, provide a practical method for the
systematic tests required to obtain a useful family of airfoils.
Only in a wind tulmel is it praetieal to make the extensive

airfoil investigations required by our inadequate understand-
ing of the turbulent boundary layer and our consequent
inability to predict, airfoil characteristics except to a limited
extent at low lift eoefficients.

The eompletion of the model two-dimensional tunnel in
1938 provided a facility for exploratow investigations even
though the initial turbulenee level was not satisfaetory.
The first test in this tmmel in June 1938 of an airfoil designed

to permit laminar flow indicated a minimum drag coefficient
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of 0.0033,or aboutone-halfof the lowestdragcoefficient
evert)eforemeasuredforanairfoilof eompar.ll)lethickness.
Figure10showseomparativedragdataforanearlylow-drag
airfoilasobtainedin thelow-turbulencetlmncl(LTT) and
in thevariable-densitytulmel(VDT). (Seerefcrenee5.)
Theminimumdragcoefficient measured in the low-turbu-

lence tunnel is less than one-half that from the highly turbu-
lent variabh,-density tUllncl. The small range of lift coeffi-

eiont over whMl low drag is obtaim, d results partly from the
now obsolete shape of tile all'foil and partly from the unsatis-
factory turbulence h,vel of the t,lmel as initially constructed
(about 0.1 percent). The turbulence h,vel of the model

tunnel was later lowered (u'/U about. 0.02 pereent) by a
screen installation "generally similar to that previously
described for the pressure tunnel (t'ef,,renee 13).
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FI,;URE 10.--Profllc-drag characteristics of NACA 27-215 airfoil section. (Data from

reference 5.)

ExploratoiT investigations were continued in the modified
model tunnel until the pressure tunnel was completed in

1941. These investigations were invaluable in showing the
linfits within which compromises had to be made between

low drag and desirable lift and moment characteristics.
Satisfactory theoretical methods were also found during
this period for designing the airfoils to produce the desired

types of pressure distribution. Systematic investigations in
the pressure tunnel then led to the evolution of the NACA
6-series airfoils, data for which are summarized in reference
33. This family of airfoils combines desirable lift character-

istics with the possibility of low drag if the wing surfaces
are smooth and fair. If the surfaces are not smooth and fair,
the characteristics of this family are no worse than those of
the ohter sections under the same conditions.

The requirement for fair and smooth surfaces was early

found to present the greatest" obstacle to the practical
attainment of extensive laminar flow. The roughness and
unfairness associated with usual methods of construction

always resulted in premature transition at flight values of
the Reynohts number. Difficulty was experieneed in flight
in obtaining low drag even with specially constructed and

faired surfaces because of small waves and spe(.ks of dust or

insects. Moreover, the turlmlent boundary layer spreads
downstream from each speck so that even a comparatively
few imperfections resuh in predominantly tUl'buleut flow.
It is uncertain whether extensive laminar flow can bc

realized under conditions of fieht maintenance, although some
modern high-speed airphmes, if carefully maintaim,d, have

sufficiently smooth and fair wings to permit low drqg.
The problem of stabilizing the laminar boundary layer to

disturbances associated with surface imperfections has
attracted much attention. Investigtttions of the effective-

ness of suetion slots in stabilizing the latninar boundary
layer were made in the Inodel tunnel and in flight from 193S
to 1940. Ahhough some extensions of the laminar layer
were obtained by this method, no apparent increase of

stability was obtained for disturbanees arising from surface
imperfections. Such investigations have now been resumed
to inchlde the study of effects of suction through pol'ous

surfaces. Ahhough no results of practical significance have
been obtained, it appears that suction through porous sur-
faces does have a stabilizing effcct. The theoretical work
of Lees (reference 29) indicates that heat transfrr to the

sm'faee may stabilize the laminar layer at high supersonic
speeds.

Comparisons of results obtained from tests of low-drag

airfoils in the wind tunnel and in flight are difficuh because
uncertainties with regard to the surfare comlitiol_s appear to
have greater effects than the residual wind-t unm,l turbulence.

The highest vallw of the boundary-layer Reynohls number
R measured in flight just before transition is about 9000
(reference 34) where

R--P Ua

In this equation, U is the velocity just outside the boundary
layer and (5 is the distance from the surface to the point
where the dynamic pressure in the boundary layer is one-

half that outside the layer. This value of the boundary-
layer Reynol(ls number corresponds approximately to a
value of 20,000 for a Blasius profile, with _ defined as the
thickness corresponding to a Ioeal speed 0.995 that of the
free-stream velocity The drags of smooth and fair models

measured in the two-dimensional low-turbuh, nee pressure
tmmel may be predicted t) 3"assuming a Reynohts numl)er at
transition equal to that measured in flight (fig. 11). It thus
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Langley two-dimensional low-turbulence pressure tunnel.
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appears that the wind-tunnel results are comparable with
those that wotthl be obtained in flight whh unusual cnre
devoted lo obtaining smooth fair stlrfueos.

Low-turbulence wind tunnels have been essential to the

research on low-drag airfoils. The extensive investigations
necessary to determine the proper compromises between the

conflicting requirenwnts of airfoil design wottld not have been

possible without these wiml tunnels.

NACA H E.',DQr:'ARTERS,

W3.SHIXC, TOX, D. C., October 13, 1948.
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